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INTRODUCTION

The 1980 United Nations Convention on Contracts for the International Sale of Goods (CISG) is the first model commercial law to gain widespread international acceptance. Over 60 states, including the United States, China, Russia, and France, have ratified the CISG, making it the default substantive law governing contracts for the sale of goods between a buyer and a seller from different Contracting States. However, the CISG has not been as readily applied in the United States as it has in other countries.

It is easy to see why North Carolina practitioners would be reluctant to select an unfamiliar body of law to govern potential disputes between the commercial buyers and sellers they represent. The CISG contains provisions that are significantly different from the familiar principles of North Carolina's version of the Uniform Commercial Code (U.C.C.). For instance, the CISG does not exclude parol evidence of contractual terms, requires no writing for a valid contract, and maintains the “mirror image” rule. Despite the differences that may make a North Carolina practitioner wary, the CISG contains sufficient protections for contracting parties, and in fact, serves the interests of international buyers and sellers of goods better than North Carolina's version of the U.C.C.

Part I of this article will discuss the history and purpose of the CISG. Part II will consider the applicability of the CISG to international commercial contracts where one contracting party is from the United States. Part III will discuss some notable differences between the CISG and North Carolina law. Finally, Part IV will consider situations in which the CISG may better serve the interests of parties to a contract for the international sale of goods than the U.C.C. or North Carolina common law.

I. HISTORY AND PURPOSE OF THE CISG

The CISG, also known as the Vienna Convention, (and simply as “the Convention”) stands for the United Nations Convention on Contracts for the International Sale of Goods. The CISG is a set of rules that governs the rights of sellers and buyers that engage in...
contracts involving the international sale of goods. It is a set of substantive rules, not procedural rules, that governs the means by which a court or arbitral tribunal will resolve a dispute.¹

A. Historical Background

The CISG was developed as a solution to the problems resulting from complexities of law encountered when parties from two different states² enter into a contract for the sale of goods. Its purpose is to provide a body of law that will be accepted and uniformly applied by states with different legal systems.³ The initial draft of the CISG (the 1978 Draft Convention) was completed in 1978.⁴ The Draft Committee established by the United Nations Commission on International Trade Law (UNCITRAL) completed the final version in the spring of 1980, and it was ultimately passed by a two-thirds majority at the Vienna Conference on April 11, 1980.⁵ As of July 17, 2007, seventy nations have ratified the Convention.⁶

1. Predecessors

The predecessors to the CISG are the Uniform Law on the Formation of Contracts for the International Sale of Goods (ULF) and the Uniform Law on the International Sale of Goods (ULIS).⁷ The foundation for the CISG, the ULF, and the ULIS was laid in the 1920s by a group of European scholars, which included Ernest Rabel, who saw a need for a uniform law.⁸ Their idea quickly took hold, and the International Institute for the Unification of Private Law (UNIDROIT) convened a working group to begin drafting a uniform body of law governing the international sale of goods.⁹ UNIDROIT’s progress was halted during World War II, but efforts toward development resumed following the war’s conclusion.¹⁰

After the war, a sales conference at The Hague, attended predominately by Western European states, reviewed the pre-war draft created by the UNIDROIT working group and planned for continuing development of the uniform law.¹¹ By 1956, an initial draft was completed and, at the Hague Convention of April 1964, UNIDROIT adopted the ULF and the ULIS.¹² The ULF established uniform rules for contract formation.¹³ The ULIS had a much broader application and set forth the basic obligations of the parties to a sales contract for goods.¹⁴

Despite the significance of the development of the ULF and ULIS, neither was widely adopted by the international community.¹⁵ Many states, including the United States, were very critical of the uniform laws.¹⁶ To address the concerns of these states, UNCITRAL established a new Working Group composed of fourteen states to review the inadequacies of the ULF and ULIS and to develop a comprehensive body of rules that would be more acceptable.¹⁷ In 1978, UNCITRAL approved a new body of rules, the Draft Convention on Contracts for the International Sale of Goods, which effectively combined ULF and ULIS.¹⁸ The Draft Convention was the first draft of what would become the CISG.
B. Purpose

The purpose of the CISG is stated in its Preamble. Its principal goal is the promotion of friendly relations between states by the adoption of a set of uniform rules to govern contracts for the international sale of goods. The Preamble also recites the opinion of the drafters that adopting the uniform rules of the CISG, which “take into account the different social, economic and legal systems[,] would contribute to the removal of legal barriers in international trade and promote the development of international trade.”

1. Harmonization of Common Law and Civil Law Principles

One primary function of the CISG is to harmonize common law and civil law legal principles. International sales transactions can involve parties who come from states with very different legal backgrounds. Contracts for the sale of goods in an international business environment regularly cross legal boundaries between common law and civil law states. Any uniform international commercial body of law must therefore take into consideration both types of legal systems. The CISG specifically “seeks to maintain a delicate balance between the contrasting attitudes and concepts of the civil law and of the common law” in order to achieve international uniformity. Maintaining this balance required the drafters to make compromises in certain provisions of the CISG. For example, the requirement of good faith contained in Article 7(1) of the CISG is not generally recognized in English common law, but is an important concept in civil law states. Furthermore, the principles of interpretation of the CISG follow both an objective approach, an important common law concept, and a subjective approach, followed in civil law states.

2. Uniform Interpretation

The compromise between civil and common law states, accompanied by a body of law that is uniformly applied, creates an environment in which parties from different states feel comfortable engaging in commercial transactions. The drafters of the CISG recognized that a uniform interpretation of the rules was necessary to ensure widespread use. Consequently the drafters attempted to eliminate colloquial language, called “domestic baggage,” when drafting the CISG.

II. APPLICATION OF THE CISG TO INTERNATIONAL COMMERCIAL CONTRACTS WHERE ONE PARTY IS FROM THE UNITED STATES

When the CISG is the substantive law that applies to a contract for the sale of goods, whether by operation of law or express agreement of the parties, its provisions will govern the formation of the contract and the rights and obligations of the buyer and seller. Issues that are governed but not settled by the CISG should be resolved in accordance with the general principles upon which the CISG is based, such as “good faith, reasonableness, and estoppel.” If an issue cannot be settled by looking to the CISG’s general principles, then as a last resort, the tribunal should resolve it by applying the appropriate domestic law.
Whether practitioners would like for the CISG to govern resolution of a dispute or would prefer to avoid it altogether, it is important to understand the circumstances under which the CISG applies to commercial sales contracts so that they can represent their clients accordingly.\(^{31}\) The application of the CISG to contracts entered into by parties from the United States occurs as a result of ratification and adoption of the CISG, which was signed on behalf of the United States at United Nations Headquarters on August 31, 1981 and went into effect in 1988.

**A. Application under CISG Art. 1(1)**

Article 1 of the CISG is the starting point for application of the Convention:

(1) This Convention applies to contracts of sale of goods between parties whose places of business are in different States:

   (a) when the States are Contracting States; or
   (b) when the rules of private international law lead to the application of the law of a Contracting State.

(2) The fact that the parties have their places of business in different States is to be disregarded whenever this fact does not appear either from the contract or from any dealings between, or from information disclosed by, the parties at any time before or at the conclusion of the contract.

(3) Neither the nationality of the parties nor the civil or commercial character of the parties or of the contract is to be taken into consideration in determining the application of this Convention.\(^{32}\)

Under Article 1, the Convention will apply only if two requirements are met: (1) the seller and the buyer have their places of business in different States; and (2) both of these States are Contracting States (i.e., states that have adopted the CISG). In addition to these requirements, the United States ratified the Convention subject to an Article 95 declaration.\(^{33}\) The result of this declaration is that an American court will apply the CISG by default only to contracts involving sales with an international character between parties in whose countries the Convention is in force.\(^{34}\)

**1. Between Parties Whose Places of Business Are in Different Contracting States**

The threshold issue when determining whether the CISG will apply to any given dispute is to determine whether the parties to the contract have their respective places of business in different Contracting States. A good example of this application is highlighted by Professor Lookofsky:

If a contract for the sale of wine is entered into in January 2000 between a seller in France and a buyer in California (France and the United States being different Contracting States), both French and American courts are bound by Article 1(1)(a)
of the treaty to apply the CISG as the gap-filling regime. In this situation, the Convention applies without any recourse to rules of private international law; indeed, in this situation there is no conflict between the domestic sales laws of the US and France.\(^{35}\)

Accordingly, the CISG will apply under Article 1(1)(a) to any contract for the sale of goods between a party from the United States and party from another Contracting State.

### 2. Rules of Private International Law Lead to the Law of a Contracting State

The second situation arises when one or both parties do not reside in a Contracting State.

Article 1(1)(b) applies when “private international rules,” the domestic conflict of laws rules of a particular state, direct the court or arbitral tribunal to the CISG.\(^{36}\) Another hypothetical demonstrates this application:

If a contract for the sale of wine is made in January 2000 between a seller in France and a buyer in England, French courts would not be bound by Article l(l)(a) to apply the CISG as the gap-filling regime: the contract is of course between parties residing in different States, but because England (as of January 2000) is still not a CISG Contracting State, the different States concerned are not different “Contracting States.” (Of course, English courts are not bound to apply the Convention either.) But the Convention becomes applicable nonetheless – at least in a French court – if the applicable rules of private international law (i.e., the choice of law or conflict of laws rules of the forum court) lead to the application of the law of a (single) Contracting State.\(^{37}\)

Thus, although the CISG strives to promote uniformity, the domestic laws of Contracting States still play a role and can lead to different results.

### 3. United States’ Article 95 Declaration

Article 95 was the drafters’ effort to address the concerns expressed by many about Article 1(1)(b).\(^{38}\) Several states, including the United States and China, have adopted the CISG subject to an Article 95 declaration.\(^{39}\) Thus, when the domestic conflict of laws rules of the United States lead to United States domestic law, under which the CISG would ordinarily apply by default under Article 1(1)(a), the court or arbitral tribunal is not bound to apply the CISG under Article 1(1)(b) if one party is not from a Contracting State.\(^{40}\) However, the court or tribunal still has the discretion to apply the CISG, so an Article 95 declaration does not guarantee that the CISG will be inapplicable.\(^{41}\)

### III. NOTABLE DIFFERENCES BETWEEN THE CISG AND NORTH CAROLINA LAW

The CISG provides a more flexible approach to contract formation and interpretation than the U.C.C.\(^{42}\) While a contract for the sale of goods for five hundred dollars or more is unenforceable unless it is evidenced by a writing under the U.C.C.,\(^{43}\) the CISG allows
an enforceable contract for the sale of goods at any price to be formed without a written
document. The CISG also rejects the parol evidence rule, and in contrast to the
U.C.C., allows oral statements made prior to or contemporaneous with the signing of a
written contract to become part of the parties’ agreement. The CISG’s flexibility in
these areas minimizes the potential negative consequences of its battle-of-the-forms
approach, a common law rule replaced by the framework of U.C.C. section 2-207.

A. Writing Requirements

Unlike the U.C.C., which requires contracts for the sale of goods valued at five hundred
dollars or more to be in writing, the CISG does not impose a writing requirement on
parties to contracts for the sale of goods at any price. Instead, the existence and terms of
a contract may be proved by any means, including testimony of witnesses or the
conduct of the parties.

1. Statute of Frauds

North Carolina’s version of U.C.C. section 2-201, the statute of frauds, states:

[A] contract for the sale of goods for the price of five hundred dollars ($500.00) is
not enforceable by way of action or defense unless there is some writing
sufficient to indicate that a contract for sale has been made between the parties
and signed by the party against whom enforcement is sought.

North Carolina General Statutes section 25-2-201 differs slightly from the 2000 uniform
version of section 2-201 in that North Carolina law does not make enforceable contracts
signed by the authorized agent or broker of the party against whom enforcement is
sought. When North Carolina enacted Article 2 of the U.C.C. in 1965, this provision made the
statute of frauds applicable to contracts for the sale of goods for the first time in nearly
two hundred years. The North Carolina Supreme Court, in a decision published in
1908, noted “the English statute of frauds,” which required contracts for the sale of
goods above a certain value to be in writing, had “not been in force [in North Carolina] since 1792.”

Under the exceptions to the statute of frauds enumerated in North Carolina General
Statutes section 25-2-201, a contract for the sale of goods at a price of five hundred or
more may be enforceable without a writing signed by the party against whom
enforcement is sought. For example, contracts for specially manufactured goods may be
enforceable by the seller without a writing. Between merchants, a confirmatory
writing sent within a reasonable time after an oral agreement is made is enforceable
against the receiving party unless the receiving party notifies the sender of his objection
within 10 days of receipt. Additionally, a contract will be enforceable without a writing
as to the quantity admitted in court by a party against whom enforcement is sought.
The U.C.C. also provides for a limited part performance exception to the statute of frauds. Under section 2-201, a contract for the sale of goods is enforceable to the extent that payment has been made or that goods have been received and accepted by the buyer.\textsuperscript{60} In some states, part performance and estoppel principles will remove an entire contract from the statute of frauds.\textsuperscript{61} In North Carolina, however, the protection afforded by the part performance doctrine is limited to the provisions of North Carolina General Statutes section 25-2-201(3)(c).

2. Writing Not Required for a Valid Contract under CISG Article 11

Unlike the U.C.C., oral contracts for the sale of goods at any price are enforceable under the CISG. Article 11 of the CISG states, “A contract of sale need not be concluded in or evidenced by writing and is not subject to any other requirement as to form. It may be proved by any means, including witnesses.”\textsuperscript{62} Recognizing that the domestic laws of some states attach significance to contractual formalities, the CISG allows a state “whose legislation requires contracts of sale to be concluded in or evidenced by writing”\textsuperscript{63} to make an Article 96 reservation, under which the provisions of Article 11 are inapplicable to contracts concluded in that state.\textsuperscript{64} Nine states have ratified the CISG with an Article 96 reservation.\textsuperscript{65} Interestingly, although the domestic laws of the United States typically require contracts to be concluded in writing, the United States did not make an Article 96 reservation.\textsuperscript{66}

An Article 96 reservation does not necessarily guarantee that a particular state’s domestic laws on contractual formalities will apply. When only one party to a contract is from a state that made an Article 96 reservation, the tribunal will apply conflict-of-laws rules\textsuperscript{67} to determine which state’s law governs contractual formalities.\textsuperscript{68} Even when a contract involves a party in a state that made an Article 96 reservation, if conflict-of-laws analysis leads to the application of another Contracting State’s law, the tribunal may enforce an oral agreement under Article 11. For example, if a party from the United States enters into a sales contract with a party from Russia, a state that made an Article 96 reservation,\textsuperscript{69} the no-writing-requirement principle of Article 11 would still apply if the application of conflict-of-laws rules led to the domestic law of the United States.\textsuperscript{70}

B. “Battle of the Forms”

Another major difference between the CISG and the U.C.C. is that the CISG retains the common law “mirror image” and “last shot” rules with respect to contract formation. Although these rules still apply to contracts not governed by the U.C.C. in North Carolina, North Carolina General Statutes section 25-2-207 eliminates the “battle of the forms” and provides a different framework for determining the effect of additional or different terms in an acceptance.

1. North Carolina General Statutes Section 25-2-207

Under North Carolina General Statutes section 25-2-207, an acceptance of an offer or confirmation of an agreement “which is sent within a reasonable time operates as an
acceptance even though it states terms additional to or different from those offered or agreed upon, unless acceptance is expressly made conditional on assent to the additional or different terms.” Additional terms in an acceptance or confirmation are considered “proposals for addition to the contract” and must be explicitly accepted by the offeror, unless both parties are merchants, in order to become part of the agreement. Where both parties are merchants, the additional terms automatically become part of the contract without explicit acceptance by the offeror unless “the offer expressly limits acceptance to the terms of the offer,” the additional terms materially alter the contract, or “notification of objection to [the additional terms] has already been given or is given within a reasonable time after notice of them is received.”

In some situations, the writings of the parties may not be sufficiently in agreement to create a contract. For example, a merchant buyer may place an order with a merchant seller by submitting an order that specifies a certain quantity of goods to be purchased at a particular price and states that the law of California will govern the contract. This would constitute an offer. If the seller decides to accept the offer, the seller might ship the goods to the buyer with an invoice that reiterates the quantity and price, states that the law of North Carolina will govern the contract, and provides that the seller may collect interest on past-due invoices as allowed by law. Even though the seller’s reply is not the “mirror image” of the buyer’s offer, it would be effective to create a contract under North Carolina General Statutes section 25-2-207. The price would be as agreed by the parties, since both writings stated the same price. Interest would accrue on past-due invoices at a rate allowed by law, unless the buyer objected within a reasonable time, because the addition of that term is not considered a material alteration.

As to the contradictory choice-of-law provisions in the parties’ forms, under North Carolina’s approach to different terms in an acceptance, the term specified in the offer would prevail. North Carolina General Statutes section 25-2-207(2) and the uniform version of this section only apply expressly to additional terms and are silent on the effect of different terms in an acceptance. Most jurisdictions have adopted the “knock-out” rule under which contradictory terms in an offer and acceptance are excluded from the parties’ contract. North Carolina, however, follows a minority approach that treats different terms in an acceptance as though they were additional terms and interprets them in accordance with North Carolina General Statutes section 25-2-207(2). The effect of this approach is a “first-shot” rule—when there are contradictory terms, the first form sent will control.

2. “Battle of the Forms” under Article 19 of the CISG

Unlike the U.C.C., the CISG still applies the “mirror image” and “last shot” rules to contract formation. Under Article 19, “[a] reply to an offer which purports to be an acceptance but contains additions, limitations or other modifications is a rejection of the offer and constitutes a counter-offer.” According to the Secretariat Commentary to the CISG, the language of Article 19(1) “reflects traditional theory that contractual obligations arise out of expressions of mutual agreement. Accordingly, an acceptance must comply exactly
with the offer.\textsuperscript{85}

The strict requirements of the first section of Article 19 are relaxed a little by the second section, under which only additional or different terms that “materially alter\textsuperscript{86} the terms of the offer” constitute a counteroffer.\textsuperscript{87} Therefore, an acceptance will be effective even if it includes non-material additional or different terms, unless the offeror objects to the terms “without undue delay.”\textsuperscript{88} If the offeror objects to the non-material new terms, then the offeree's purported acceptance is considered a rejection of the offer.\textsuperscript{89} Unlike North Carolina General Statutes section 25-2-207, under which a contract would exist consisting of the terms on which the writings of the parties agreed, there is no contract at all if the offeror objects to non-material additional or different terms.\textsuperscript{90}

\textbf{A. Parol Evidence}

The views of the CISG and the U.C.C. on the admissibility of extrinsic evidence to prove the existence or terms of a contract stem from different approaches to ascertaining the parties' intent. Under the objective approach of the U.C.C., contracting parties may not introduce evidence of any prior written agreement or prior or contemporaneous oral agreement to contradict the terms of a final written agreement.\textsuperscript{91} By contrast, consistent with its informal requirements as to contract formation, the CISG's subjective approach permits parties to prove the existence or terms of a contract by any means, including parol evidence.\textsuperscript{92}

\textit{1. Parol Evidence Rule under North Carolina General Statutes Section 25-2-202}

In general, North Carolina General Statutes section 25-2-202 prevents parties from introducing evidence of any prior or contemporaneous oral agreements or prior written agreements to vary the terms of a final written agreement.\textsuperscript{93} A party is permitted, however, to introduce parol evidence of “course of performance, course of dealing, or usage of trade”\textsuperscript{94} to supplement or explain an agreement. Furthermore, a party may introduce evidence of “consistent additional terms” to supplement or explain a writing unless the court considers the writing to be a “complete and exclusive statement of the terms of the [parties'] agreement.”\textsuperscript{95}

\textit{2. CISG's Rejection of the Parol Evidence Rule}

The CISG permits the parties to prove the terms of a contract by relevant evidence of any kind. Article 8(1) prioritizes the subjective intent of each party in interpreting their contract, stating, “For the purposes of this Convention statements made by and other conduct of a party are to be interpreted according to his intent where the other party knew or could not have been unaware what that intent was.”\textsuperscript{96} In an opinion released in 2004, the CISG Advisory Council expressly rejected the parol evidence rule, stating, “The Parol Evidence Rule has not been incorporated into the CISG. The CISG governs the role and weight to be ascribed to contractual writing.”\textsuperscript{97} Specifically, Article 8(3) of the CISG
allows a tribunal to consider “all relevant circumstances” to determine the intent of the parties. Accordingly, “the CISG indicates that a writing is one, but only one, of many circumstances to be considered when establishing and interpreting the terms of a contract.”

IV. SITUATIONS IN WHICH THE CISG MAY BETTER SERVE THE INTERESTS OF PARTIES TO A CONTRACT FOR THE INTERNATIONAL SALE OF GOODS THAN THE U.C.C. OR NORTH CAROLINA COMMON LAW

Whether the CISG will better meet the needs of contracting parties than Article 2 of the U.C.C. depends on the nature of the parties and transaction involved. The two uniform laws were drafted with different types of parties in mind. The U.C.C. was intended to apply to all contracts for the sale of goods, including consumer sales, and its provisions are written to encompass a broad range of transactions. Parts of Article 2 are therefore necessarily protective to prevent consumers from being taken advantage of. In a number of sections, the U.C.C. makes a distinction between merchants and non-merchants and holds the latter to a higher standard than the former. Although consumer protective provisions are important in domestic law, their inflexibility is not well-suited to international commercial sales.

The CISG, on the other hand, was drafted specifically for international commercial actors. Under Article 2(a), the CISG “does not apply to sales of goods bought for personal, family or household use, unless the seller, at any time before or at the conclusion of the contract, neither knew nor ought to have known that the goods were bought for any such use.” Leaving consumer protection in sales of goods transactions to domestic law, the CISG serves the interests of commercial actors by giving them the freedom to define their contract without fear that it will be invalidated for failing to comply with needlessly restrictive formalities.

The CISG’s flexibility is better suited to contracts in which the parties have selected arbitration instead of litigation as the method of dispute resolution. When dealing with the court system, parties often have little control over which judge will preside over their case. It is likely that a North Carolina superior court judge, or even a federal district court judge for that matter, would have little or no experience with the CISG. Subjecting a dispute to resolution before a judge who is unfamiliar with the governing substantive law and for which there is no North Carolina case precedent would almost certainly result in problems for everyone involved. However, by selecting arbitration as the method of dispute resolution, the parties can agree on a list of potential arbitrators who have the knowledge and experience necessary to correctly interpret and apply the CISG.

The benefits of resolving disputes governed by the CISG through arbitration rather than litigation have important implications for practitioners who draft commercial sales contracts. In cases in which the CISG applies by default, practitioners should include an arbitration provision in the parties' agreement to avoid being subject to litigation. If the parties would prefer to settle disputes arising from their contract in the courts, then
the choice-of-law provision should expressly state that the U.C.C., not the CISG, is the controlling substantive law. 107

A. Contract Formation and Modification

One of the goals of the CISG is the harmonization of common law and civil law principles in order to promote the development of international trade. 108 Although contractual formalities are well-known requirements to parties from the United States, other cultures have a less rigid approach. 109 The CISG gives parties the freedom to define the terms of their contract without imposing formalities that may hinder the purpose of the agreement by creating unnecessary delays in performance. Initial contractual terms and modifications thereto need not be memorialized in a signed writing to be enforceable. 110

The effect of North Carolina General Statutes section 25-2-201 is to create a presumption against enforceability of agreements that can only be rebutted by producing a signed writing. 111 While the statute of frauds may serve a legitimate purpose in some cases by protecting parties who never intended to enter into a contract, 112 it can cause problems in others by invalidating an agreement to which both parties intended to be bound. 113 In such cases, although an agreement actually exists between the parties, the terms cannot be enforced. The CISG reaches a more favorable result than the U.C.C. in these cases, because it recognizes that a contract may be concluded before the parties have memorialized their agreement in a signed writing. 114

B. Additions and Modification of Terms of an Offer

The CISG’s adherence to the “mirror image” and “last shot” rules is a better way to protect the expectations of contracting parties than the framework of North Carolina General Statutes section 25-2-207. The CISG’s principles regarding additional or different terms are preferable in two respects. First, the CISG makes it less likely for buyers and sellers to be contractually bound when the so-called “non-material” additional or different terms on the parties’ standard forms disagree. Second, the seller, who is typically the offeree in commercial sales transactions, is better protected by the CISG’s approach to different terms, under which the terms in the last form sent control.

1. Existence of a Contract

Under the CISG, no contract is formed if an offeror objects to additional or different terms included in an acceptance that are deemed to be non-material. 116 By contrast, under North Carolina General Statutes section 25-2-207, a contact between the parties will exist that consists of the writings upon which the parties agree, supplemented as necessary by the gap-filler provisions of the U.C.C. 117 Even though the terms of the parties’ standard forms may be considered non-material relative to other provisions of the contract, they could be significant to the party who drafted them. While these terms may not be specifically negotiated in every transaction, it seems reasonable to conclude that they were made part of a party’s standard form because they were the terms on
which that party wanted to transact business. By substituting the judgment of the tribunal for the judgment of the parties as to what terms are material, a party may end up bound to a contract containing terms to which it had not agreed or even contemplated.

Article 19 of the CISG, which treats an offeror's objection to nonmaterial additional or different terms in an acceptance as a rejection, protects the parties from this undesirable outcome and better reflects the parties' intent. Under Article 19, neither party is bound at the time of the offeror's objection, but a contract could be created by the parties' subsequent conduct. If, after receiving notice of the offeror's objection, the offeree performs as requested by the offeror, it is reasonable to conclude at that point that the offeree intends to be bound despite the exclusion of the objectionable terms.

2. Treatment of Different Terms— First Shot vs. Last Shot

The minority approach to different terms in an acceptance adopted by North Carolina has been criticized by commentators. Although both the first-shot and last-shot rules arbitrarily determine which party's terms should prevail, the last-shot rule is more in line with traditional contract formation principles and better approximates the parties' intent. Generally, an acceptance must be a positive, unambiguous, and unequivocal manifestation of assent in order to be effective. An expression of acceptance containing terms different from those of the offer cannot be considered a manifestation of assent to be bound by the offer's contradictory terms. Whatever else such an acceptance may be, it is clearly a rejection of those particular terms.

The last shot rule of Article 19 comes closer to reflecting the parties' intent. Since an acceptance containing different terms rejects on its face the contradictory terms of the offer, the first-shot rule is not the best approach. The two alternative approaches are to "knock out" the different terms and allow the court to impose terms of the contract by resorting to the supplemental provisions of the U.C.C., or to apply the last-shot rule. By knocking out the different terms and supplementing the parties' agreement in accordance with the U.C.C., it is possible that the contract will contain terms that neither party intended. If determining the parties' intent is the interpretive goal, the better approach is found in Article 19 of the CISG. Under the last-shot approach of Article 19, the terms of the last form sent control if there is any disagreement. Logically, this makes sense. The idea is that by sending an acceptance containing different terms, the offeree has rejected the contradictory terms in the offer. If the offeror performs after receiving the acceptance, then it is fair to say that the offeror has assented to those terms. This places the burden on the offeror to read the acceptance form and object or decline to perform if he disagrees. Although this is not a perfect solution, it is more likely to result in an agreement that reflects the parties' intent and appropriately places the burden on the offeror to be aware of the language of an acceptance.

D. Contract Interpretation

One of the critical differences between contract interpretation under the U.C.C. and the
CISG is the role of the parties' actual intent. Because the CISG focuses on subjective intent, the parties may use any relevant extrinsic evidence to prove the existence or terms of a contract. The U.C.C. is less concerned with the parties' subjective intent; instead, it interprets agreements based on an objective standard:

[C]ommon lawyers long ago discarded any attempt to discover the subjective intent of any party to the contract. Though the unfortunate phrase “meeting of the minds” may appear even in current judicial opinions, there is no doubt that the phrase must be understood as requiring only an objective manifestation of assent, as any month old student of contract law in the United States knows.

The parol evidence rule is a function of the U.C.C.'s objective approach, and it seemingly values ease and consistency of application over the consideration of probative evidence of the parties' agreement. Under North Carolina General Statutes section 25-2-202, if the parties' confirmatory memorandum objectively appears to be a final and complete expression of their agreement, extrinsic evidence will be inadmissible to contradict the terms of their written agreement. This approach necessarily excludes relevant evidence of contractual terms and potentially obscures the parties' actual intent.

Of course, any decision by a court or arbitral tribunal concerning the intent of contracting parties will have an objective component. It is impossible to know with certainty the parties' subjective intent at the time of the conclusion of a contract, but considering “all relevant circumstances of the case” in order to make a determination is a better method of objectively evaluating their intent.

CONCLUSION
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